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Among Rudolfine art and architecture in late-
Renaissance Prague, a single grotto reserved 
for the emperor remains one of its most 
mysterious and unresolved questions. This 
grotto was originally part of a larger complex 
with a pre-existing mill, a long corridor with 
arcades, a building with a fireplace, and a fish 
pond; it is about two kilometers away from 
Prague Castle in Bubeneč, at the edge of the 
Old Game Reserve (Alte Thiergarten). This 
recently reconstructed site commissioned 
by Rudolf II and finished posthumously by 
his brother and successor Matthias II has 
recently been the subject of a 2009 study 
by Sylva Dobalová that brings examples of 
garden grottoes in Italian Renaissance villas,1 
specifically the Grotta dei Tartari of the 
Palazzo Farnese in Caprarola2 and the Grotta 
delle Mose in the Boboli Gardens of the 
Palazzo Pitti. Dobalová points out eighteenth-
century plans of the Rudolfine grotto (Fig. 1) 
that present two concentric circles, and she 
compares this arrangement to a fountain at the 
Medici Villa Pratolino with similar concentric 
basins, the Fountain of Thetis. With this 
study, I counter that the same villa outside of 
Florence very likely furnished an inspiration if 
not the model for Rudolf’s grotto. The Grotto 
of Cupid, constructed ca. 1577 by Bernardo 
Buontalenti for Francesco I de’ Medici, 
presents undeniable formal similarities in its 
plan and architecture. Happily and unusually, 
these similarities can still be observed at either 
site today, as both structures have endured 
intact and relatively unchanged from their 
Rudolf ii’S gRotto 
and fRancESco i dE’ mEdici’S 
pRatolino:
nEw obSERvationS
lily Filson
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original design. Additionally, the relationship 
between the Prague and Florentine courts, the 
similar personalities of its rulers Rudolf II and 
Francesco I de’ Medici, and the genius loci of 
the Bubeneč site support the possibility of a 
Buontalentian model in Prague at the close of 
the sixteenth century.3
While an identification of the Fountain of 
Thetis and its circular basin underneath is 
certainly valuable for understanding how the 
Rudolfine grotto’s interior may have appeared, 
I disagree with Dobalová’s  identification 
of the Thetis Fountain’s ceiling opening for 
light, as seen in a ca. 1600 untitled drawing 
of the Fountain of Thetis by Giovanni Guerra 
(Fig. 2). The fountain that is the subject of 
this drawing has been given this identification 
from its resemblance to historical descriptions 
as well as to another known depiction, a 1585 
commemorative gold and amethyst plaque 
of its artist, Giambologna, presenting it to 
Francesco I de’ Medici;4 Giambologna was 
1. Plan and perspective of the Imperial Mill with a grotto in Bubeneč, 1730 (Prague, Archiv Pražského hradu)
2. Giovanni Guerra, Fountain of Thetis 
in Pratolino (Vienna, Albertina)
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Appennine colossus supports this hypothesis.8
However, two drawings in the same series 
by Guerra do illustrate and describe the 
natural-lighting convention. Guerra’s interior 
perspective of the Grotto of Cupid at Pratolino 
shows natural light from the central lantern 
and two side apertures, and his plan of the 
structure labels the side openings simply 
“LUCE” and the central one “LUCE DI 
SOPRA.” (Figs. 3, 4) Additionally, the Guerra 
floorplan presents a similar aspect to the one 
seen in the eighteenth-century plan of the 
Bubeneč grotto; both share a round plan with 
three niches on the sides and back,9 but in the 
Grotto of Cupid, the rear “niche” is more of 
a vestibule to house the rotating cupid statue 
that gave the grotto its name. 
Another view of Pratolino’s Grotto of Cupid 
underlines its similarities with Rudolf II’s 
grotto at Bubeneč. Heinrich Schickhardt’s 
drawing and plan post-date Guerra’s only 
also responsible for the ca. 1580 Appennine 
colossus at Pratolino, which housed the 
Fountain of Thetis and featured grottoes on 
two levels in the giant’s “belly.” As the writing 
accompanying Guerra’s drawing makes clear, 
this fountain was installed in the Appenine’s 
first room; the same fountain is also described 
in detail and placed in the main room of the 
first floor of the structure by the sixteenth-
century chronicler Francesco de’ Vieri.5 From 
what we know about the original appearance 
of the Appennine’s interior grottoes before 
the late seventeenth-century interventions of 
the architect Giovan Battista Foggini,6 it’s 
an architectural impossibility that the Guerra 
drawing depicts apertures in the ceiling for 
natural light; instead, they’re more probably 
the artist’s short-hand for quadrangular, 
possibly pictorial lunettes of the kind that 
grace the ceiling of Francesco I’s studiolo in 
Florence.7 A hypothecical cross-section of the 
3. Giovanni Guerra, Interior View of the Grotto 
of Cupid in Pratolino (Vienna, Albertina)
4. Giovanni Guerra, Plan and Perspective 
of the Grotto of Cupid (Vienna, Albertina)
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Secondly, the dome of the Pratolino grotto 
is covered in pseudo-natural stalactites, 
like many Italian Renaissance grottoes, and 
does not share the regular lines of masonry 
that define the dome of the Prague grotto. 
Both grottoes, however, do share a central, 
circular opening for light capped by a lantern; 
however, the Grotto of Cupid’s plans indicate 
that two additional, adjacent apertures without 
lantern were cut as well. No other openings 
are present in the Prague grotto’s dome.
Otherwise, there is no definitive docu-
mentary link between Rudolf II’s grotto at 
Bubeneč and Buontalenti’s Grotto of Cupid 
constructed for Francesco I de’ Medici in the 
Villa Pratolino’s vast park. However, when 
we consider the socio-political context of the 
imperial grotto’s construction, several factors 
support a direct Florence-Prague connection. 
Within the context of Italian influences 
upon Renaissance Bohemian architecture,11 
slightly, and this page displays a tumulus-like 
structure with a cut-away entrance reminiscent 
of the dromos of the ancient Greek tholos-type 
tomb.10 Whereas the Grotto of Cupid’s mound 
and rustic entrance recalled these antique 
examples, the appearance of the masonry 
work inside of the dome of Rudolf II’s Prague 
grotto has been also conjured associations 
with the stone-work of the “beehive” tholoi of 
Mycenae. However, it bears underlining that 
the mutual association with the tholos-type 
tombs that the Prague and Pratolino grottoes 
share is restricted to diverse elements of their 
construction, and differences do exist when 
these elements are compared side-by-side. 
First, the cut-away entrance to the Pratolino 
grotto-mound is a rustic affair, whereas 
Rudolf II’s grotto boasts a monumental portal 
in conforming to the architectural dictates of 
Sebastiano Serlio and is not at all reminiscent 
of the dromos of Greek tombs (Figs. 5, 6). 
5. Prague, Bubeneč Grotto, Portal 6. Pratolino, Grotto of Cupid
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A relationship between the Holy Roman 
Emperor and Buontalenti existed even before 
Gargiolli arrived; almost ten years prior to 
Gargiolli’s employment, Rudolf II conferred 
an imperial privilege upon Bernardo 
Buontalenti in November 1578 in recognition 
of the hydraulic engineering achievements at 
Pratolino.17 In the same year, the Medici court 
reciprocated by sending the engineer Antonio 
Lupicini to Vienna and Prague.18 It appears 
that the emperor’s admiration continued 
unabated through 1587, when Gargiolli wrote 
in a July 27 letter that Rudolf “shows a great 
appreciation for everything that comes from 
the hand and ingenuity of Francesco I.”19
It’s been observed that archival sources do 
not necessarily make clear just how much of 
the works carried out during Gargiolli’s eight-
year tenure in Prague are the labors of Gargiolli 
personally and how much can be credited 
to collaborators near and far. Gargiolli’s 
presumed involvement in Rudolf II’s additions 
to the garden at the castle of Brandeis on the 
Elba has been most recently explored in a 
2010 article by Sylva Dobalová;20 Gargiolli’s 
presence at Brandeis can not be confirmed by 
documentary sources, but the castle’s garden 
was arranged during the same time period in 
which he was active in Prague. The surviving 
fountains today on the site credited to the 
sculptor Giovanni Antonio Brocco, who is 
also documented as having received payment 
for work on Rudolf II’s grotto as well.21 
Guido Carrai put forward the hypothesis that 
Gargiolli acted more as a proxy than a master 
designer in his own right, pinpointing Gargiolli 
as the intermediary between Rudolf II 
and Bernardo Buontalenti. Carrai made this 
argument on the identification of a design 
for an oval staircase for Prague Castle in 
the Florentine archives and a letter dated 
June 11 1587 from Buontalenti to Rudolf II 
mentioning, presumably, the same designs for 
a castle staircase.22 
In spite of the tenuous demonstrable links 
between Gargiolli and Buontalenti, their 
specifically Tuscan or Florentine forms12 have 
been observed to be far out of proportion to 
the single Tuscan architect active in sixteenth-
century Prague,13 who also is credited with 
Rudolf II’s grotto. There are significant gaps 
in what is known about Giovanni Gargiolli’s 
life and works at the court of Rudolf II, 
but even the skeletal details of his career 
suggest a constant contact with the Medici in 
Florence. In the year following the Bohemian 
Council’s acquisition of the Bubeneč land 
and its small mill in 1584, Gargiolli- or 
Johannes Florentin as he appears in archival 
sources- was recruited to work for the Holy 
Roman Emperor in Prague. A letter written 
by Gargiolli on January 1 1585 suggests that 
this appointment owed to his friendship with 
the Medici ambassador and the tacit approval 
of Grand Duke Francesco I.14 Gargiolli’s 
formal contract began on June 1 1586, and it 
provided a monthly salary of forty florins for 
the vaguely-worded obligation of providing 
models of buildings; in that same year, Rudolf 
sent his newly-contracted hire back to Italy, 
presumably Florence, to show his models to 
eminent architects there.15 From Gargiolli’s 
return to Prague until his departure in 1594, 
large building projects were undertaken 
that eclipsed the largely decorative work 
of Rudolf’s predecessors. Eliška Fučíková 
has assigned Gargiolli the lead role in their 
direction.16
It is not only the fact that a Florentine served 
as the court architect to Rudolf II during this 
time, nor the evidence that he returned at least 
once to Italy to confer with architects there 
that supports the possibility of a Pratoline 
source for the Prague grotto; in addition to 
Rudolf II’s grotto, other imperial construction 
projects during Gargiolli’s tenure at Prague 
indicate a close contact with the Medici in 
Florence and specifically with the architect 
Bernardo Buontalenti, who realized, among a 
panoply of other works, the Grotto of Cupid 
and Pratolino’s other grottoes, its villa, and 
most of its other features.
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as well as engineering works that totally 
subjugated Nature to man’s will in Spain as 
Philip II’s ward; fields, forests, and rivers 
were transformed into an idealized vision.28 
In the fields of terraforming and hydraulic 
engineering, large technical projects were 
realized at Francesco I de’ Medici’s Pratolino, 
which transformed the simple countryside 
into elaborately-maintained parks, grottoes, 
“mountains,” small lakes, and extensive 
water games. Rudolf II undertook equally 
monumental works in the beginning of his 
reign in Prague that introduced sophisticated 
hydraulic technologies to Prague. At the 
castle, these included the plan for water 
games for a giardino pensile,29 which was 
not realized, and an innovative valveless 
pump for an unknown fountain designed by 
the clockmaker Jost Bürgi.30 In the nearby 
Alte Thiergarten, a more radical vision took 
shape; the “Rudolf Water Tunnel” (Rodolf-
Stolle) was excavated for one kilometer 
underground, bringing water from the Vltava 
River to an artificial lake created at the same 
time. Its endurance through the present day in 
relatively pristine condition is a testament to 
the skill and expertise of its builders.31 
Rudolph’s grotto at the Imperial Mill 
probably also featured hydraulic works as 
well; running water has been identified as one 
of its most significant features.32 We assume 
from the mention of an eighteenth-century 
plan that a circular fountain or reservoir 
originally occupied the center of the grotto, 
and Muchka’ placed its installation around 
1604.33 Alternately designated as brunnen 
und wasserwerch or wasserkunst zur krota,34 
it’s clear that advanced hydraulic engineering 
was employed at the grotto site.35
Large-scale terraforming also came into play 
in the Alte Thiergarten, as at Pratolino and in 
emulation of projects undertaken by Philip II. 
Díaz locates Rudolf II’s inspiration for large-
scale engineering commissions in the works 
of Philip II’s court architects Juan Batista de 
Toledo and Francesco Paciotto, which the 
periods of activity coincided roughly with 
a period in which several scholars used the 
word “intense” to characterize the relationship 
between Francesco I’s court in Florence 
and Rudolf II’s Prague.23 The two rulers’ 
connection transcended their ties of blood and 
marriage; it’s an infrequently observed fact 
that Francesco I was Rudolf II’s uncle through 
his marriage to Joanna of Austria, the sister of 
Rudolf’s father Maximilian II. In the fresco cycle 
decorating the courtyard of the Palazzo Vecchio 
in Florence, Prague appears among the cities 
depicted in honor of their union.24 Additionally, 
the Italian historian Costanza Riva identified 
the aviary that Francesco I built at the Villa 
Pratolino as inspired by Maximilian II’s aviary 
at Katterburg castle estate near Vienna (later 
there was built baroque Schönbrunn Palace) that 
the young duke had seen during his travels in 
Austria.25 Decades later, the 1590’s in particular 
were a time of heightened contact when 
Francesco I’s daughter was a proposed bride of 
Rudolf II. Although Francesco I himself died 
just two years after Gargiolli came to Prague, 
the works carried out by Rudolf II at the turn of 
the seventeenth century perhaps can be read as a 
preservation, of sorts, of his style and memory.26
As individuals and as rulers, Francesco I 
and Rudolf II shared a similar upbringing 
and personality type.  Both men had spent 
formative portions of their youth at the 
court of Philip II in Spain; Buontalenti even 
accompanied Francesco I.27 Later in life, 
both rulers showed a preference for Spanish 
dress and manners, often to the consternation 
of their native courts which perceived them 
as cold, haughty, and aloof. More objective 
accounts however describe Francesco I and 
Rudolf II as introverted, melancholic men 
of few words but of deep contemplative 
capacities.
Beyond molding their parallel demeanors, 
scholars have also noted the Spanish 
sojourns’ effect upon their later architectural 
commissions. Pablo J. Díaz observed that 
Rudolf II encountered Classicism from Italy 
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Rudolfine imperial identity was inextricably 
linked to a noted occultism, fascination with the 
wondrous and scientific patronage, which were 
all characteristics Francesco I shared as well.39 
Roy Strong recognized Rudolfine Prague and 
Medicean Florence as parallel phenomena that 
kept court artists busy with the continuous 
expression of their rulers’ knowledge of occult 
science and mystical epiphanies.40
Beyond the scale of their works, a more 
substantial link between the Rudolf II’s grotto 
and mill and the Medici court can be read in the 
products that it was destined to manufacture. 
The simple brett und schleifmühle purchased 
by the Bohemian Council Chamber in 1584 
underwent an  expansion under Rudolf II 
through the 1600’s to include state-of-the-art 
cutting and polishing equipment for stones 
and glass. Although these stones were one of 
Bohemia’s richest natural resources, before 
the renovation of the Bubeneč mill, they had 
to be sent to Florence to be transformed into 
pietre dure works of art.41 With the installation 
of the new workshops in such close proximity 
to Prague Castle, it rendered this exchange 
young Rudolf would have been exposed to 
in Spain.36 Pratolino may have also been a 
more recent model for the emperor to emulate 
as well- particularly in consideration of the 
imperial recognition already bestowed upon 
Buontalenti for his work in the same field.
The transformation of nature was a central 
theme of Rudolf II’s personal mythos. The 
portrait of the emperor as Vertumnus, Lord 
of Nature by Giuseppe Arcimboldo is one of 
the most well-known images from the time 
period; its accompanying poem by Gregorio 
Comanini hails the emperor as god of 
metamorphoses in nature and in human life.37 
Thusly, the portfolio of hydraulic engineering 
and terraforming works, including the Bubeneč 
grotto, were more than displays of technical 
prowess or even man’s mastery in the world; 
they were declarations of Rudolf II’s privileged 
personal relationship to nature and the cosmos. 
To varying extents, Habsburg rulers considered 
their Holy Roman sovereignty to be divine and 
elevated above mere kingship, but no other 
ruler constructed a more magical, occultist 
mythos than Rudolf.38 This aspect of the 
7. Hans Vredeman de Vries, Variae Architecturae Formae (publ. before 1601) 
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As mentioned in the beginning of this study, 
these same regular rows of masonry work on 
the inside of the dome have drawn frequent 
comparisons to antique mausoleums rather than 
to any other Renaissance grotto,46 but unlike the 
ancient tombs’ masonry, the Bubeneč grotto’s 
stonework was only a thin, trompe-l’oeil surface 
covering. In its present state,47 it is possible to 
see of just how thin a layer the interior stone-
work consists (Fig. 9). This regular, classicizing 
masonry that is so characteristic of Vredeman de 
Vries’s architecture is only a surface covering, 
used in the same way that the tufa-stalactite 
texture was applied on the interior of Pratolino’s 
Grotto of Cupid and indeed throughout all of 
Buontalenti’s grottoes in and around Florence. 
Much has been made by historians of the lack 
of stalactites, shells, or other typical grotto 
materials at Bubeneč; the historian Jarmila 
Krčálová even calls the Rudolf II’s grotto 
“diametrically opposed” to other Renaissance 
grottoes.48
Perhaps the stalactite coverings applied to 
other European grottoes (that were themselves 
man-made constructions made to imitate the 
look of a cave) were deemed redundant at 
Pratolino; in a sense, it was a more authentic 
man-made cave, since it was excavated from 
a pre-existing hillside. Instead, cut stonework 
all’antica was applied that evoked the pre-
Christian, Roman aspects of the Rudolfine 
mythos.49 Although Buontalenti was recog-
nized by Rudolf II as a master architect 
and may have been the ideator of the grotto 
and other projects in Prague, the differing 
treatment of the Bubeneč grotto’s interior 
distinguishes it as a unique product of the 
Rudolfine court and its artists.
If one can look past the superficial 
differences between the Grotto of Cupid’s 
stalactite-covered interior and the trompe-
l’oeil masonry inside the Bubeneč grotto, we 
are left with two very similar constructions. 
Although both have survived through the 
present day, perspectives and plans of either 
grotto spanning the sixteenth through the 
unnecessary. Prague quickly became a center 
in its own right for an art form previously 
exclusive to the Medici. It’s a testament to the 
warm relationship between Francesco I and 
Rudolf II that this was not just permitted, but 
actively encouraged. Gargiolli’s letter dated 
July 27 1587 to Francesco I informs the Grand 
Duke of the emperor’s happiness on receipt of 
stone-cutting and polishing devices sent from 
Florence.42 The arrival of Cosimo Castrucci 
in 1596 and his son Giovanni in 1598 
ushered in Prague’s distinct and recognizable 
Rudolfine style of pietre dure. Not only the 
Castrucci scenes, but also the virtuoso hard-
stone carving by Ottavio Miseroni (and his 
workshop) and the cut-glass masterworks by 
Caspar Lehmann are indebted to Bubeneč 
mill facilities.
Therefore, it probably is not entirely 
coincidental that a grotto reminiscent of 
Francesco I’s Pratolino was placed in the 
same complex as the mill and workshop that 
owed so much of its technology to Medicean 
Florence; to the contrary, a common debt to 
Florentine forms would thematically unite the 
Prague mill-grotto complex. 
Finally, a consideration of the Prague 
grotto dome’s different appearance from 
the Grotto of Cupid raises the tantalizing 
possibility that another artist from Rudolf II’s 
court, Hans Vredeman de Vries, may have 
had a hand in the final appearance of its 
dome. Muchka has identified an architectural 
drawing by Hans Vredeman de Vries that 
anticipates the Bubeneč grotto’s dome, 
lantern and central fountain43 (Fig. 7). This 
image was executed long before his arrival 
at the Prague court though; it originally was 
the first plate in a series of twenty engravings 
by Hieronymous Cock, published without 
a title page around 1560.44 The perfect 
alignment of the Bubeneč grotto’s interior 
stonework certainly conforms with the 
precision of lines that Muchka observed 
to be the hallmark of Vredeman de Vries’s 
architectural drawings45 (Fig. 8).
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site could well have echoed a Florentine 
grotto. Guido Carrai introduced  the idea 
that Bernardo Buontalenti’s direct influence 
stretched as far as Prague Castle, but he 
failed to take into account the existence of 
a grotto virtual identical to one at Pratolino, 
built next to a workshop filled with imported 
Florentine technology. The present analysis 
of the Bubeneč grotto bolsters Carrai’s 
hypothesis that Giovanni Gargiolli was not 
just a Florentine architect active at Rudolf II’s 
court, but also an intermediary to Francesco I 
de’ Medici and Buontalenti.
The identification of one Florentine villa 
in particular as a model for the Prague grotto 
may seem trivial; however, it is my opinion 
that doing so makes it possible to decipher a 
unifying Medicean influence at the Prague site, 
both in form and function, as well as to speak 
eighteenth centuries testify to an even closer 
original resemblance. The distinguishing 
features that the Bubeneč grotto and the 
Grotto of Cupid share- their circular form, the 
natural light from their lanterns, their mound-
like shapes, and proximity to the Earth- 
have both been imbued by scholars with an 
alchemical symbolism that is only reinforced 
when the personalities of their patrons are 
considered. Both Francesco I and Rudolf 
II engaged in the theoretical and practical 
application of alchemical science; the 
Bubeneč site would have afforded Rudolf II 
solitary contemplation as well as the 
opportunity to observe the adjacent stone- 
and glass-cutting workshop in action. The 
immense technological debt of this workshop 
to Medicean Florence only underlines the 
possibility that the genius loci uniting the 
8. Prague, Bubeneč Grotto, interior 
stonework and entrance
9. Prague, Bubeneč Grotto, ruined niche 
showing the thin surface layer of stonework
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proceedings in Vienna, he even played the role of the Sun in 
an allegorical tableau, carrying Spanish gold as his emblem. 
Here we have an instance in which he has first-hand 
exposure to an architectural and theatrical type also used 
by Buontalenti in Florence. See Peter Marshall, The Magic 
Circle of Rudolf II: Alchemy and Astrology in Renaissance 
Prague (New York, 2006), p. 31.
4. Francesco I de Medici views the model of his villa (from 
the cycle Seven deeds of Francesco I de Medici), gold relief 
on amethyst background, 1585. Medici workshop from 
a wax model by Giambologna, 7 x 16,2 cm, Palazzo Pitti, 
Museo degli Argenti, Florence.
5. Luigi Zangheri, Pratolino: il giardino delle meraviglie, I 
(Florence, 1979), pp. 145–146.
6. Zangheri attributes the actual appearance more or less to 
Foggini’s renovation, however various steps were taken to 
restore the Giambolognian appearance Alessandro Galilei in 
1729, Giovan Battista Ruggieri in 1747 and 1753, Giuseppe 
Cacialli, Rinaldo Barbetti in 1877, and finally Guido 
Mannini in 1932–33. See idem, pp. 146–147.
7. Ulisses Aldrovandi’s description of the Appennine 
includes notice that its walls were frescoed by Iacopo 
Ligozzi, but nothing else is known about the ceiling’s 
decorations – see ibidem.
8. A hypothetical cross-section of Appennino with a grotto 
of Thetis was published in Costanza Riva, Pratolino: il 
sogno alchemico di Francesco I de’ Medici: miti, simboli, e 
allegorie (Livorno, 2013). 
9. The Grotto of Cupid at Pratolino appears ovoid in Guerra’s 
plan, whereas in Schickhardt’s it is more circular; it is known 
that Rudolph’s Grotto in Prague is perfectly circular, but 
hesitation is necessary before assigning this appellation 
to the Pratolino Grotto in the absence of measurements 
confirming its proportions.
10. The best example of this type is what is commonly called 
the Treasury of Atreus near Mycenae. It is however of a type 
that can be seen more often in drawing and engravings than 
in surviving examples. The type- a mound-like grotto with 
a lantern- appears intermittently in illustrations theatrical 
scenery of court masques mentioned above (see note 3), and a 
structure seen in Pieter Brueghel the Elder’s 1558 engraving 
Lust, part of the series of the seven deadly sins, presents a 
structure that is interesting not only for its architectural 
similarities but also for its thematic ties to the later Grotto 
of Cupid.  Another tantalizing possibility that remains to be 
explored at any length is the possible influence of Etrurian 
forms upon this kind of grotto architecture in Florence and 
beyond throughout the sixteenth century. Katherine Coty’s 
thesis submitted in 2013 to the University of Washington, 
A Dream of Etruria: The Sacro Bosco of Bomarzo and the 
Alternate Antiquity of Alto Lazio articulates at length the 
influence that the Etruscan heritage held for Cinquecento 
patrons and artists in Lazio, and to a lesser extent, in 
Tuscany. Particularly relevant to the form of the Grotto of 
to an under-recognized survival of Francesco 
I’s distinctive Mannerism. For historians of 
Rudolphine Prague, the close similarities 
between Rudolf II’s grotto and Pratolino’s 
Grotto of Cupid should underline the 
exceptionally close ties between Francesco I 
de’ Medici and Rudolf II, two rulers similar in 
personality and patronage and quintessential 
to the flowering of late-Renaissance culture.
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